Scalability is a major challenge for existing behavioral log analysis algorithms, which extract finite-state automaton models or temporal properties from logs generated by running systems. In this paper we present statistical log analysis, which addresses scalability using statistical tools. The key to our approach is to consider behavioral log analysis as a statistical experiment. Rather than analyzing the entire log, we suggest to analyze only a sample of traces from the log and, most importantly, provide means to compute statistical guarantees for the correctness of the analysis result.
INTRODUCTION
Running systems, be it web servers, virtual machines on the cloud, industrial robots, or network routers, generate logs that document their actions. The analysis of these logs carries much potential to improve software engineering tasks from documentation and comprehension to test generation and verification. Existing algorithms and tools for behavioral log analysis include various specification mining and model inference approaches, which extract finite-state auPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. tomaton (FSA) models or temporal properties. Example approaches include [3, 11, 15, 18, 22, 23, 25, 34] .
However, a major challenge for all behavioral log analysis algorithms is scale. Indeed, recent work has reported that existing implementations of several well-known log analysis algorithms run out of memory or take hours to complete when executed over logs of several hundred MBs [35] .
In this work we propose statistical log analysis, which addresses scalability of behavioral log analysis using statistical tools. Rather than analyzing the entire log, we suggest to analyze only a sample of entries from the log and, most importantly, provide means to compute statistical guarantees for the correctness of the analysis result.
Specifically, we develop an approach to adding statistical guarantees to behavioral log analyses. Given an analysis of interest and a sample of entries from a log, we compute the statistical confidence one may have in the analysis results. Conversely, given an analysis of interest and a required level of confidence, we compute a stopping criteria, e.g., a sample size, for which indeed the analysis results can be trusted at the required statistical confidence level.
Following the presentation of our general approach, we demonstrate it by concretely applying it to two different previously published analyses. First, we apply statistical log analysis to the well-known k-Tails algorithm [4] , which extracts a candidate behavioral model from a log of execution traces, based on the set of sequences of k consecutive events found in the log (we use the variant presented by Beschastnikh et al. in [2] ). Second, we apply statistical log analysis to the BEAR algorithm, recently presented by Ghezzi et al. in [17] , which builds a set of Discrete Time Markov Chains (DTMC) of users' navigational behaviors recorded in logs, based on the frequencies of transitions found in the log.
We have implemented our approach and evaluated it on three sets of logs. Our experiments show that as the size of the logs grow, their analysis becomes challenging, and that statistical log analysis can be used to significantly reduce the computation effort of the analysis while still providing highly reliable results. We provide a detailed account of the evaluation we have performed in Sect. 4 .
It is important to note that the scalability we aim for in statistical log analysis is sub-linear: the complexity of the analysis we do is less than linear to the size of the input log. Note that this is a rather strong notion of scalability. In fact, our experiments show that as the log size increases, the size of the sample we analyze approaches a constant! Indeed, the stopping criteria we compute depend on the confidence one 2016 IEEE/ACM 38th IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering may want in the correctness of the results, but are independent of the log size. As real-world log sizes are unbounded, this strong notion of scalability is indeed required.
We further note that our present work does not make any new claims regarding the usefulness of the results of behavioral log analyses such as k-Tails and BEAR. Based on claims and evidence provided in previous works, by others, as cited above, we assume that these analyses' results could be useful for software engineers, and focus in the present work solely on the challenge of scalability and on the statistical means we propose to use in order to address it.
The approach we suggest is a pure black box approach. We do not look at the code of the program that created the log and take only the log itself as input. In many real-world situations, indeed the code is not available or is just too complex and too large to be a subject for static analysis.
Finally, we note that our approach assumes that relevant entries (e.g., traces) are randomly and independently sampled from the log and that the log adequately reflects the behavior of the system under investigation. This assumption may not always hold, e.g., if traces and logs depend on running tests that were generated according to some strategy. Our approach should therefore not be used as is as a means to evaluate the quality of test suites.
Paper organization. We start off with a short discussion of related work. Sect. 3 presents an overview of our approach and its unique features, using two concrete example applications. Sect. 4 presents an extensive evaluation over three sets of logs. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes with a summary of contributions and future work directions.
RELATED WORK
While there has been much research on developing behavioral log analysis algorithms (see, e.g., [2, 3, 11, 13-19, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 30, 31, 34, 36] ), only very little has been published on their scalability and on the confidence one may have in their output. Recently, Cohen and Maoz [7] have presented k-confidence, a confidence measure for k-Tails [4] , which computes the probability that the log is complete (this work is extended to two other algorithms in [8] ). These works do not provide statistical guarantees. In contrast, our work is based on statistical log analysis and is thus much more robust and general than the one presented in [7, 8] ; it can answer many other questions, beyond log completeness, as we later demonstrate, and provides engineers with much flexibility in adapting to different algorithms and setting up required levels of accuracy on the one hand and statistical confidence on the other hand.
One means to achieve scalability in log analysis is distributed computing. In [35] , the authors cast several different specification mining algorithms to the MapReduce model. In [26] , the authors present the use of MapReduce to scale k-Tails. We consider distribution to be an orthogonal approach to ours. We note that a distributed computing framework is not always available or easy to use. Moreover, the scale-up in running time is in theory at most linear in the number of computing resources, and in practice even less; in the results reported in both works [26, 35] , the marginal contribution of adding more resources quickly decreases.
Finally, in a recent FSE NIER track short paper [6] , we presented an overview of our approach with preliminary evaluation. Our present paper extends [6] significantly, with a comprehensive presentation of our approach and an extensive evaluation performed over real-world data.
STATISTICAL LOG ANALYSIS
The key to statistical log analysis is to consider behavioral log analysis as a statistical experiment. For example, if the log is partitioned into traces, each new trace in the log is considered a trial which may contribute to the acceptance or rejection of an hypotheses about the system that generated the log. The granularity of the partition is up to the user to define, based on the specific analysis of interest. The key property for the selection of partition granularity is that its parts (e.g., traces) can be independently sampled from the log.
To cast the behavioral analysis into a statistical experiment, we assume that the log is a good representation of the system generating it. Further, we assume that the system and its environment do not change over time, to exclude influence of external biases on the traces. In stochastic terms, we assume that the system corresponds to a timehomogeneous process. The traces are assumed to be generated identically and independently from the same underlying distribution. Finally, our approach as presented here can only be applied to incremental inference algorithms, where each trace can be processed independently and its contribution can be determined with respect to the current state of the algorithm.
Still this most general setup allows us to apply well-known tools for statistical inference. We present basic definitions and show two example concrete applications.
Basic Definitions
A trace over an events alphabet Σ is a finite word σ = e1, e2, . . . , em where e1, . . . , em ∈ Σ. Let S be a system generating traces over an alphabet Σ. We denote by D(S) : Σ * → [0, 1], the discrete probability distribution of traces when executing the system in its environment. A log of S, denoted by l, is a finite set of traces from D(S). In the behavioral log analysis setup, S and D(S) are unknown. All we know is a log l from D(S). We assume that the distribution of traces in l closely resembles the distribution of traces in D(S), i.e., that the log includes typical uses of the system under investigation. We have no information about the system S other than the log l.
Filters may be applied to the log l, so as to remove events that should not be considered by the analysis. Without loss of generality, we further assume that the log l (possibly after filtering) is partitioned according to some user-defined criteria, such that each event that appears in l belongs to exactly one part of the partition. An example partition is one that is based on traces. Another example is a partition where each part consists of exactly one event.
3.2 Example I: k-Tails k-Tails [4] is a well-known algorithm for extracting a candidate behavioral model from a log of execution traces. It has been extensively used in the dynamic specification mining literature and tools, in several variants, e.g., [1, 9, 24, 25, 32] . One variant of k-Tails, presented in [2] , reads each trace and collects k-sequences, i.e., sequences of k consecutive events. It then uses these k-sequences to construct the k-Tails FSA. Most importantly, the FSA is uniquely defined by the set of k-sequences observed in the log.
Since a log may be too large to analyze, one would like to define a stopping criterion to indicate that "enough" traces were seen. For this purpose, we define a notion of δ-similarity as follows: a log l is δ-similar when the total probability of all the unobserved k-sequences to be observed in the next trial (i.e., in the next randomly selected trace from D(S)), is smaller than or equals δ. δ is a statistical bound. Intuitively, in our context, δ can be viewed as a target insensitivity level to infrequent sequences.
Hypothesis testing as a stopping criteria. Our null hypothesis is that the log is not δ-similar, i.e., that the probability of a new random trace to reveal new information (include a k-sequence that has not appeared in previously analyzed traces) is larger than δ. We stop reading new traces when this hypothesis can be rejected.
The experiment protocol is iterative. At each step we pick a random trace from the log and check if the trace includes previously unobserved k-sequences; if so, we start a new experiment for the new knowledge base (i.e., the new set of all observed sequences so far); otherwise, we increment the number of trials since the last new k-sequence was observed; when this number is larger than N , the null hypothesis can be safely rejected. But where does N come from?
We model our analysis as a series of Binomial experiments [33] . Given a target insensitivity δ, and a statistical significance level α, we apply a Binomial proportion test [5] to compute N , the number of consecutive trials (new traces) that do not reveal new information required to reject the null hypothesis, i.e., to safely conclude that the log is δ-similar.
More formally, we describe the setup of iteratively randomly selecting a trace from a log and comparing the facts extracted from it (i.e., k-sequences in our example) against a knowledge base in terms of a Binomial experiment model [33] (this corresponds to a single experiment in the series):
• The experiment consists of N repeated independent trials (in our context, traces we have read since the last trace that revealed at least one new k-sequence) • Each trial has a probability of success p (in our context, a success is a trace that reveals at least one new ksequence) • The probability of success does not change throughout the experiment (in our context, the knowledge base of k-sequences observed so far determines p) Given the above modeling as a Binomial experiment, the distribution to observe s successful trials (i.e., traces revealing at least one new k-sequence) out of N trials is:
Ideally, we would stop analyzing traces once all the ksequences have been observed, i.e., when p = 0. However, in our context, we do not know the complete set of k-sequences and p is unknown. Therefore, we bound it inside a Binomial proportion confidence interval [5] .
Definition 1 (Binomial proportion confidence interval). Let p denote the proportion of successful trials over N random trials from Bin(N, s); let z denote the 1 − α percentile of a standard normal distribution, where we refer to α as the error percentile. Then, p has a probability of (1 − α) to be contained within the Binomial proportion confidence interval
Remark 1. The above formula relies on Normal approximation to a Binomial. We chose to present it due to its relative simplicity. However, it is inadequate when p ≈ 0. Other, superior methods to compute a Binomial proportion confidence interval exist in the literature. In our calculations in the evaluation (Sect. 4), we used Wilson interval recommended by [5] , which provides high coverage probability for a broad range of p values. We note that for p ≈ 0 and p ≈ 1, Agresti-Coull interval may be more appropriate. Lastly, we note that Jeffreys prior interval is less conservative and tends to yield coverage probability closer to 1 − α.
Definition 2 ((α,δ)-confidence). A (α,δ)-confidence reflects a 1 − α confidence that the true (but unknown) probability of success p is less than δ, i.e.,
Based on the Binomial proportion confidence interval formula, we find the stopping criteria by computing the number of unsuccessful consecutive trials N required to guarantee (α,δ)-confidence.
Remark 2. The proportion of success changes every time a new fact is learned. In k-Tails, when the knowledge base is empty (i.e., no event sequence is known), the probability of success on any trace (longer than k) equals one. On the other extreme, when the knowledge base is complete (i.e., all possible k-sequences are known), the probability of success is zero. Therefore, when computing the proportion confidence interval, we must re-approximatep after learning a new fact, as the probability of success changes. For this reason, we start a new Binomial experiment after every success (i.e., after observing a trace with a new k-sequence).
We conclude with a concrete example. If we select a target insensitivity level of δ = 0.05 and a significance level of α = 0.01, Willson's interval gives us N = 130. If we follow the protocol presented above, we can stop reading traces from the log once we analyze N = 130 consecutive traces without new information. The statistical guarantees are about the completeness of the obtained set of k-sequences. When the analysis terminates and the null hypothesis is rejected, we have a 1 − α = 0.99 confidence that the total probability of any of the unobserved k-sequences to appear in a random trace, denoted by p, is less than δ = 0.05. In short, we say that the sample is δ-similar with a significance level α.
Remark 3. Interestingly, and perhaps surprisingly, note that N depends onp, δ, and α, but not on any specific detail of the k-Tails algorithm, not even the chosen k. However, this independence can be explained: the details of the kTails algorithm and the choice of the parameter k affect the very success or failure of each trial in the experiment. This points to a major advantage of our approach (also in contrast to [7, 8] ); it can be easily extended to any analysis algorithm that one can cast into the Binomial experiment protocol.
Remark 4.
Note that while reading additional data is expected to increase the reliability of the resulting model, by definition of the stopping criteria, it is redundant (and a waste of resources) in terms of the required statistical bound.
Example II: BEAR inference algorithm
BEAR [17] is a recently presented inference algorithm that constructs a set of Discrete Time Markov Chains (DTMC) of users' navigational behaviors recorded in logs. The inferred models are then analyzed in order to verify quantitative properties by means of probabilistic model checking. The algorithm constructs DTMCs according to user classes. Each user is assigned to one or more of these classes, and her user sessions (i.e., traces) are used in the construction of the corresponding DTMC. DTMCs are constructed according to transitions' frequencies in the log from which they are mined. Most importantly, the set of transitions' frequencies found in the log determines the DTMC model that will be built.
Consider an engineer applying BEAR over a log from a particular user class. Running BEAR over the entire log may be very slow, therefore we apply our statistical log analysis to the problem. Rather than reading the entire log, we sample events from it. Each sampled event is a trial in an experiment. A transition is created by connecting each event in a user session to its preceding event. We estimate the transitions' frequencies, and would like to stop sampling once we know that the confidence interval around the estimated frequencies is smaller than δ for a given statistical significance level α.
We describe the procedure for a single transition, then simply apply it over the set of all observed transitions. We refer to the true (but unknown) transition frequency in the system under investigation, i.e., in D(S), by p, and the estimated frequency byp. We define a notion of δ-similarity as follows: a log l is δ-similar if the estimated frequencyp, computed as the proportion of transitions which equal to the desired transition in the traces in l, satisfies |p − p| ≤ δ.
Given this notion, we propose the following iterative experiment protocol: pick a random trace from the log and traverse its transitions. If a transition equals to the transition at hand, increase the transition occurrence counter and the total transitions occurrence counter, and update its frequencyp. Otherwise, if a transition is not equal to the transition at hand, increase the total transitions occurrence counter, and update its frequencyp; compute d = |p upper bound(1−α) −p lower bound(1−α) |; if d is smaller than δ stop sampling. But where would the bounds come from?
Confidence interval as a stopping criteria. As done in the previous section, we define a Binomial experiment. Here, we change the interpretation of a successful trial. First, a new trial is defined every time a transition is read. Second, a new transition is considered a success, if it equals to the transition at hand. The analysis of the confidence interval remains the same. In this context, the null hypothesis is that the true frequency p of the transition lays outside of the confidence interval. We stop sampling (i.e., reject the null hypothesis), once we observe that the size of the confidence interval is sufficiently small. That is, when we stop, the log we have analyzed so far is δ-similar with a statistical significance level α. In other words, the probability that the true frequency of a transition, p, is far fromp by more than δ, is less than α.
As an example for a transition of interest, consider web application of a hotel. A log from such an application can be partitioned into traces based on IP addresses and a time window. Now, consider a user browsing through the catalog of rooms, selecting a room and reaching the make-a-reservation page. Then, instead of making a reservation, the user hits the back button. An engineer may be interested in the frequency of users who take this transition, in order to make an informed decision regarding a possible change in the makea-reservation page.
Consider a concrete example. If we set α = 0.05, after observing a transition in 10 out of 50 transitions (with a frequencyp = 0.2), we achieve 95% (1-α) confidence that the true frequency of the transition, p, is in the interval 0.112 ≤ p ≤ 0.33 (d1 = 0.218). By reading more user sessions, we may be able to narrow this interval and get a more precise result, at the same significance level. For example, after observing the desired transition in 200 out of 1000 transitions, for the same 95% (1-α) confidence we achieve 0.176 ≤ p ≤ 0.226 (d2 = 0.05). Thus, if we set δ = 0.05 and use the procedure presented above, we would stop reading new traces at this stage. Further, reducing the significance level (1-α) narrows the interval d as well; e.g., after observing the desired transition in 200 out of 1000 transitions (p = 0.2), with α = 0.10 we get 0.18 ≤ p ≤ 0.222 (d3 = 0.042). This occurs since increasing α, increases the probability for an error (i.e., the probability that the true frequency lays outside of the interval).
Finally, an observation:p affects the interval size as well, e.g., with α = 0.05, and after observing the desired transition in 50 out of 1000 transitions, we get 0.038 ≤ p ≤ 0.065 (d4 = 0.027). The interval size d4 is nearly half the size of d2, obtained for the same sample size and significance level.
In this experiment, the statistical guarantees are about the accuracy of the obtained frequency. When the analysis terminates, we have 1-α confidence that the distance between the true and obtained frequencies is smaller than δ.
Remark 5. As in the k-Tails example, here too, the stopping criteria depends onp, δ, and α, but does not depend on the transition of interest. Note that the interval size δ is monotonically decreasing in the significance level α and monotonically decreasing in the sample size N . We note that the δ may not be symmetric around the estimated proportionp (depnding on the selected interval). Therefore, to achieve δ-similarity, the interval size d must be less than δ.
Remark 6. Note that our key assumption is that the analysis is able to decide, given a transition, whether it equals to the transition at hand. Thus, the example application to the BEAR algorithm, which estimates the frequencies of transitions, is actually an instance of a more general approach to estimate the frequency of satisfaction of any property of interest, given that satisfaction in a sampled part (e.g., a trace) can be decided. In this experiment, multiple independent trials are performed. In each we check for the satisfaction of a property of interest. A trial is considered a success if the sampled part satisfies the property of interest and a failure otherwise. Calculating bounds for property satisfaction frequency is done similarly to the way we have done it for BEAR in the special case of transitions.
Remark 7. One may notice that the trials in the procedure above are not entirely independent (violating an important assumption). In fact, transitions in the same part, i.e., a user session, are in most cases highly correlated. Nevertheless, our method is applied over large logs, containing many parts, whose length is usually significantly smaller than the log size. Furthermore, parts are randomly selected, which eliminates correlation between events from different parts. Therefore, the correlation between events in similar sessions may not have a significant effect on the analysis. We empirically test the soundness of our approach in Sect. 4.
EVALUATION
The research questions guiding our evaluation are:
RQ1 As real-world logs become larger, will existing log analysis algorithms scale? RQ2 Does our approach reach a required high reliability (soundness)? RQ3 Does our approach allow one to reduce the number of traces read while maintaining high reliability? RQ4 What is the overhead of computation time in our approach and does it actually allow scalable sub-linear execution times?
Logs Used in Evaluation
In the evaluation we have used three sets of logs.
Log Set I -Logs generated from FSA models
We conducted the k-Tails experiment (Sect. 3.2) over logs that we have generated from four FSA models of real systems, taken from three previously published works [10, 20, 29] . The models varied in size and complexity: alphabet size ranged from 10 to 42 (mean 24.5), number of states from 6 to 18 (12.25) , and number of transitions from 28 to 209 (88.75). To generate the logs from the models we used the trace generator from [24] , with path coverage. We fixed the number of traces in all logs to 25K; the number of events ranged from about 252K to about 605K, and the average trace length from 7.37 to 24.21. To parse the above logs, we used the parser from the implementation of Synoptic [3] .
Log Set II -Daily regression logs from a telecommunications company
We repeated the k-Tails experiment (Sect. 3.2) with a set of five real-world logs, which we received from our partner, a team in a large multi-national telecommunications equipment company. The set includes logs of high-level API calls, system events, distribution of tasks, DB queries, and communication between processes over different machines. All logs were generated by a single run of a daily regression, which was executed in debug mode. Again to parse the logs we used Synoptic's parser cited above. As the parser requires the user to specify regular expressions, we have defined these for each of the five logs, after consulting with our colleagues at the company. The logs varied in size and complexity: alphabet size ranged from 10 to 115, number of events from 10.7K to 40K, number of traces from 194 to 1261, and average trace length from 13.8 to 55.31.
The number of traces contained in the logs above was rather small (as they only contained a single day of regression run). Since gaining statistical confidence requires large logs, we decided to duplicate the original files, by duplicating each entry multiple times, thus creating multiple copies of the same day. To duplicate the logs, we first read the entire log, then duplicated indexes, which we mapped to the parsed traces. We duplicated each index multiple times, shuffled them, popped one index at a time, and read its corresponding trace. The advantage of duplicating the original logs is that it enables us to fix the amount of information that the log contains, while increasing its size. This allows us to better interpret the experiments' results.
Log Set III -Real-Estate REST application logs
To conduct the BEAR algorithm experiment (Sect. 3.3), we used BEAR's dataset, generously given to us by the authors of [17] . The set consists of a single log, which was generated by a Real-Estate REST application, executed by an IT consultancy company.
The log contains rows which record requests of web resources issued by clients to the application's Web server. Each request is considered to be an event. To parse the log we used the code and filters (expressed by regular expressions) provided by the authors of [17] . The log consists of about 390K events, collected over two years. The alphabet size is 29. We followed [17] and filtered out events (i.e., requests) that correspond to secondary resources (e.g., requests for CSS or Javascript resources), as they do not represent users' navigational behaviors. After applying the filters, about 39.5K events are used in the construction of the DTMCs.We partitioned the events in the log into users' sessions based on IP addresses and a user window of 100 minutes. Events with similar IP, separated by a longer time period were assigned to different traces (i.e., user sessions). This filtering and partitioning are consistent with the ones chosen by the authors of [17] .
Finally, since almost all of the events originate from users of the Mozilla Firefox browser (about 38K events), we focused on constructing a model for this user class. This yielded a single DTMC, which captures these users' interactions with the application. We filtered out events that did not belong to this user class.
For more details about the log and filters used, we refer the reader to the original paper about the BEAR approach [17] .
Setup and Methodology
We executed the experiments on an ordinary laptop computer, Dell XPS 15, Intel Core i7-4712HQ CPU@2.3GHz, 16GB RAM, Samsung SSD PM851 mSATA 512GB.
Binomial confidence interval calculator
We implemented the Binomial confidence interval calculator used in the evaluation with the ConfidenceInterval class included in Apache Commons Math 3.3.
k-Tails experiment
To implement the k-Tails experiment (Sect. 3.2), we modified the code of Invarimint [2] to support the use of the Binomial confidence interval calculator when analyzing traces.
To apply our approach with k-Tails, we first read the entire log and shuffled the traces. We then run the k-Tails algorithm with Invarimint's implementation [2] , which we modified to identify if new information was revealed after a new trace is read. Then, we performed (α, δ)-confidence check after reading each trace with the Binomial confidence interval calculator. We ended the experiment once the desired level of confidence was obtained. The k-Tails parameters we used were k = 1, 2, 3.
BEAR algorithm experiment
In this experiment we first selected a set of transitions whose frequencies' we want to bound. We decided to consider any transition observed as we process the log as an ex- periment, i.e., once a new transition is observed, it initiates a new experiment that is added to the set of running experiments. We stopped processing the log once all the running experiments had achieved the desired (α, δ)-confidence. To test how reliable is the stopping criterion, we stop updating the frequency of transitions whose experiment has ended. In other words, we avoid updating transitions for which we already achieved a confidence interval smaller than δ.
To implement, we modified BEAR's implementation to support the use of the Binomial confidence intervals. First, for the Binomial confidence interval to be correctly computed, user interaction sessions must be randomly selected from the log. To cope with this, we modified BEAR's parser to first split the log into user sessions according to IP and a user window. Then, at each iteration of the algorithm, we select a user session and pop its events sequentially. After we read all the user session events, we remove it and randomly select a new user session.
When selecting an event, we use the BEAR algorithm to construct a transition that connects it to the preceding event in the user session (initial events are connected with a dummy 'start' node). Then, we update the transitions' frequencies for all of the active experiments accordingly, as explained in Sect. 3.3. Further, if the transition is observed for the first time, we initiate a new experiment for it. To do this, we initialize a new Binomial confidence intervals calculator setting its initial trials count to the number of read events and its number of successes to one. Finally, we compute the confidence intervals around all transitions with active experiments and terminate any experiment with a calculated interval of size smaller than δ. We stop reading events once all the experiments are terminated (i.e., when the desired (α, δ)-confidence level is obtained for all transitions), or when the entire log is read.
Measures
The measures we use to evaluate the results of our experiments are similarity, reliability, absolute and ratio of sample size, and absolute and ratio of analysis execution time.
Similarity. We define similarity as the distance between the true parameter that the experiment estimates and its estimated value when the experiment is completed.
In the k-Tails experiment, the parameter used in the Hypothesis testing as stopping criteria experiment is the probability p of a new random trace to reveal new information (see Sect. 3.2). Since we do not know p, we use the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) [12] of p over the entire log, denoted by p M LE . We compute it by taking the ratio between traces containing k-sequences missing from the partial log, and the total number of traces in the entire log. Then, similarity is defined as 1 − |p M LE −p|. Since the k-Tails experiment only ends whenp = 0, the similarity is simply 1 − |p M LE |, and can also be interpreted as a measure of completeness.
In the BEAR algorithm experiment, the property used in the Confidence interval as stopping criteria experiment is the true frequency of a transition, denoted by p. Since we do not know p, we compute the MLE of p, denoted by p M LE , which is the frequency of the transition in the entire log. Then, we compute the distance between the transition's frequencies in the partial log, denoted byp, and p M LE . Again, similarity is defined as 1 − |p M LE −p|. Intuitively, when the two are identical, similarity equals 1, and when the two are most distant, similarity equals 0.
δ-Reliability (precision). We define δ-reliability as the experiment's precision, where a true positive (false positive) is the case where the experiment was correctly (incorrectly) terminated.
In the k-Tails experiment, the null hypothesis is that the true probability of a new random trace to reveal new information (i.e., a new k-sequence), p, is greater than δ. The experiment terminates once we have (α, δ)-confidence that p is smaller than δ. Since we use the p M LE of p, we declare the experiment successful if p M LE ≤ δ. Since 1 − α captures the theoretical reliability of the experiment (assuming the underlying assumptions hold, see Sect. 3), we expect the success rate, i.e., the δ-reliability of a set of experiments, to be 1 − α.
In the BEAR algorithm experiment, we stop once we gain 1 − α confidence that the estimated frequencyp of a transition and the true frequency of a transition p are within a distance of δ. Since we use the p M LE of p, we declare the experiment successful if |p M LE −p| ≤ δ. Again, since 1 − α captures the theoretical reliability of the experiment, we expect the δ-reliability of a set of experiments to be 1−α.
Absolute and ratio sample size. The absolute sample size is the number of trials performed (traces or transitions analyzed) in the experiment. The ratio sample size is the ratio between the absolute sample size and the size of the entire log (number of traces or transitions).
Absolute and ratio of analysis execution time. The absolute sample analysis execution time is the time required to analyze the sample (e.g., to extract k-sequences). The ratio of analysis execution time is the ratio between the absolute sample analysis execution time and the time required to analyze the entire log.
Results

RQ1
To answer RQ1, we conducted the following experiments. We run k-Tails over Log Set I and computed the execution time of extracting k-sequences from traces. Execution times as function of k are presented in Fig. 1 (left) . These results illustrate that the complexity of analysis (i.e., the chosen k) can greatly affect the execution time of mining k-sequences. Furthermore, the richness of the log is a prominent factor. As an example, one may observe the large gap between the results for the DatagramSocket log and the ZipOutputStream log. Indeed, the DatagramSocket model contains a larger alphabet and more transitions than the ZipOutputStream model. As a result, its traces tend to be longer and so is the log size. Moreover, while the number of events in the DatagramSocket log is 2.44 times larger, the computation time it requires is 4.43, 5, and 5.51 times longer than that of the ZipOutputStream log for k=1, 2, 3 resp. We run k-Tails over Log Set II. Since these logs were rather small, we also run k-Tails over the duplicated logs. Fig. 1 (right) shows the execution times for duplication factors 1, 2, 4, . . . , 128. These experiments illustrate a linear increase in the execution time as the logs increase in size, which shows that for truly large logs, even a simple collection of k-sequences may not be feasible.
Finally, we run the original implementation of BEAR over Log Set III and measured the execution time. We repeated it 10 times. The average time measured was 12 minutes.
To answer RQ1, we see that the size and complexity of logs and the complexity of the analysis algorithms can greatly affect the analysis computation time. As the size of the logs grow, their analysis becomes challenging.
RQ2
To answer RQ2, we conducted the following experiments. First, we run the k-Tails experiment over Log Set I and Log Set II. For Log Set I, we fixed the target insensitivity δ at 0.05, and used three different statistical significance levels α, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.15. We invoked the Binomial interval confidence calculator after reading each trace. The numbers of unsuccessful consecutive trials N required to guarantee (α,δ)-confidence are 130, 73, and 40 resp. We repeated each experiment 30 times for each of the four logs and the three values of α and k. Fig. 2 (left) 2 reports the similarity levels obtained when reaching the stopping criteria. As can be seen, the values of the first quartile for α = 0.01, 0.05 in all models are higher than 95%. This shows that in the large majority of experiemnts the desired similarity level was indeed obtained with these significance levels. Furthermore, 92.01% of all experiments obtained an average similarity level of 90% and higher. This illustrates reliability for Log Set I.
Interestingly, in deeper analysis of results not shown in the figure, we observed that the average δ-reliability(0.05) levels for α = 0.01 are 100% for all models. Moreover, when setting α = 0.05, the δ-reliability(0.05) levels for the four logs were 98.8%, 91.6%, 100%, and 92.2%. For α = 0.15, the δ-reliability(0.05) levels for the four logs were 90%, 95.5%, 54.4%, and 31.1%. This shows that for low values of α the intervals tend to be too conservative, while for high values of α, the intervals may be not conservative enough.
For Log Set II we conducted these experiments in a similar way (experimenting with similar parameters). Fig. 2 (right) , reports the average similarity levels obtained when reaching the stopping criteria. Since the original logs are small, the stopping criteria for many of them was never reached, and the logs were fully read, yielding similarity of 1. Therefore, we repeated the experiments for the duplicated logs. The figure reports the average similarity levels, with α = 0.05, δ = 0.05, and k = 2, 3. As can be seen, the similarity levels obtained for all logs exceed the 95% threshold, with a moderate reduction as the log size increases. Furthermore, 97.7% of all experiments obtained an average similarity of 90% and higher, which demonstrases high reliability.
For lack of space, we do not provide the reliability levels here. The trend for the average reliability levels observed earlier was repeated in these experiments, with α = 0.01 being too conservative and α = 0.85 not being strict enough.
Second, we run the BEAR experiment over Log Set III. As many of the 343 transitions of the DTMC have very low frequencies, in this experiment we included low insensitivity δ values. We used α = 0.05 and δ = 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 and repeated the experiment 10 times with each δ. Fig. 3 shows 1-similarity values as function of a target insensitivity level δ for the transitions observed during the experiments and achieving (α, δ)-confidence. These values capture the absolute distances between the true transitions' frequencies and the estimated frequencies. As expected, these distances reduce with δ. Further, for a large majority of the transitions, the obtained distance lays below δ. The average similarity values measured are 99.72%, 99.61%, 99.49%, 98.97% for δ = 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 resp., showing a consistent increase in similarity as insensitivity decreases.
Finally, the δ-reliability levels measured (not shown in the figure) are 90.89%, 92.88%, 96.83%, 99.29% for δ = 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 resp., which illustrates that reducing insensitivity level increases the error rate of the experiments. This is explained by the fact that reducing the insensitivity level requires capturing more transitions with higher precision.
We conclude that the results demonstrate that our method reaches high reliability levels, which is reflected by the small distances (high similarity values) reported above. Remark 8. The reader may notice that we discarded unobserved transitions from our analysis. We did so since large majority of the transitions had frequencies lower than the δ values we used. Therefore, they would nearly always be considered within a distance of δ from the estimation. This makes the similarity and reliability values so high that the influence of changes in δ can no longer be observed. By discarding these transitions, we excluded the long tail (of the transitions' distribution) from our results and facilitated their comprehension.
To answer RQ2, our method is able to obtain high similarity levels, which in the case of k-Tails, indicate that most of the information is indeed captured. Further, the expected δ-reliability level of 1 − α is obtained, when the selected confidence level is above 95%. Our experiments with BEAR provide evidence that the sampled transitions' frequencies guarantee the required similarity of δ, maintaining, as required, an error rate of α or less for δ = 0.02, 0.05.
RQ3 and RQ4
To answer RQ3 and RQ4, we run the k-Tails experiment over Log Set I and Log Set II, with the same setup and parameters as in RQ2. For better visualization of the data, we present the average results for the experiments with α = 0.05, δ = 0.05, and k = 1, 2, 3, and note that we obtained similar results with other values of α. We repeated all experiments 30 times.
For Log Set I, Fig. 4 (top, left) presents the percentage of read traces when reaching the desired (α, δ)-confidence. As can be seen, this increases as the complexity of the analysis increases. This is not surprising as increasing k, increases the amount of information that needs to be extracted from the log. As an example, the number of k-sequences extracted from the DatagramSocket log is 500, 8774, and 99259 for k=1,2,3 resp. Therefore, confidence is quickly reached for k = 1, but is never reached for k = 3, in which on average 67.5% of the traces revealed at least a single new k-sequence when they were processed. This shows that for logs with high redundancy levels (where the information can be extracted from a fairly small set of randomly selected traces), our method is able to significantly reduce the number of read traces. It also shows that when the log does not contain much redundancy, as in the case of the DatagramSocket and Socket logs, with k = 3, all of the traces are read. We interpret this as the cost required to ensure the high reliability levels discussed in RQ2. The trend was repeated with α = 0.01, 0.15 (not shown in the figure), with a higher percentage of read traces for α = 0.01 and a lower one for α = 0.15, as one would expect. Fig. 4 (top, right) presents the ratio between the sample analysis execution time and the entire log analysis execution time. Two encouraging conclusions can be derived. First, when the log contains much redundancy, our method achieves significant reduction in execution time. As an example, when setting k = 1, the sample times were between 1.5% and 5.77% of the log times. Second, even in the cases where all traces are sampled, applying our method increases the required time by only a reasonable factor of 20% to 35%. Note that our implementation is rather simple and may be further optimized. Fig. 4 (bottom, left) presents the absolute number of read traces when increasing the size of the different logs in Log Set II. Since the logs were duplicated, the same information is contained in all versions of each log. The difference between the versions of the logs is the amount of redundancy they contain. As can be seen, starting with a duplication factor of 4, the number of read traces stabilizes and does not increase with the size of the log anymore. The trend shows that our method is able to not be fooled by the redundancy and to capture the meaningful information using a constant number of traces! This justifies the claim that our method allows for sub-linear log analysis. In fact, as demonstrated by the trend in Fig. 4 (bottom, left) , the analysis indeed converges to a constant sample size. Finally, Fig. 4 (bottom,  right) , shows the ratio between the sample times and log times for the different logs. As can be seen, the gap between these two measures widens as the log size increases. This can be explained by our earlier observation that the number of sampled traces converges to a constant (from a certain point on), in comparison with reading the entire log. One may also note that for the majority of the logs, a benefit is obtained with a duplication factor of four and more. Finally, similarly to the experiments over Log Set I, one may observe an acceptable overhead when the entire log is read, ranging from 34.4% to 92% with an average overhead of 62.4%.
Indeed, the statistical analysis does not come for free. Still, note that the entire log is read if and only if (α, δ)-confidence is not obtained. In such cases, the extra computations we perform provide the engineer with an indication that the computed model does not have the required statistical guarantees. We consider this to be an important, useful side contribution of our work.
To further investigate RQ3 and RQ4, we run the BEAR algorithm experiment over Log Set III. To answer RQ3, we used the same parameters as in RQ2. First, we measured the number of read transitions required for each of the transitions to obtain (α, δ)-confidence. Fig. 3 (right) reports these numbers as function of δ (as before, we did not include transitions that did not obtain (α, δ)-confidence). The results show, as expected, that reducing the insensitivity level comes at the cost of reading more transitions. The average numbers of transitions read were 5796, 1684, 613, and 174 for δ = 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 resp. We also report the average number of read transitions when each run was terminated. As described in the setup, a run was terminated once all of the observed transitions achieved (α, δ)-confidence. The values were 38042, 13201, 3237, and 502 (the entire log) transitions for δ = 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 resp. Finally, to answer RQ4, we present the average execution times recorded for each of the experiments. The measured times in minutes are 12.77, 4.23, 1.1 ,0.15 for δ = 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 resp. In contrast, we measured an average of 12 minutes for the original BEAR implementation, as stated in RQ1. This shows that our method can indeed lead to significant time reductions. Further, one can observe that even in the cases where the experiment only ended after all the transitions have been read, such as in the case of δ = 0.005 (very low insensitivity), the overhead is very moderate with an average of 6.4% additional execution time. Here again, we claim that the extra computation is not for nothing, as it provides the user with important information about the reliability of the constructed model.
We conclude that the results demonstrate our method's ability to yield major reduction in the number of read transitions and in total computation time. Further, the results emphasize the trade-off between sensitivity and scalability.
To answer RQ3, after experimenting with values that were shown to achieve high reliability levels in RQ2, we conclude that our method is able to reduce the number of traces (or transitions) read. Our method effectively addresses redundancy and converges to a constant sample size, while still capturing the information available in the log. Further, the method is able to identify logs that do not contain much redundancy and in these cases read most traces (or transitions) to ensure high reliability.
To answer RQ4, our method is able to dramatically reduce the analysis time of large logs with high redundancy. It also has an acceptable overhead in cases where the entire log needs to be read, i.e., when (α, δ)-confidence is never obtained. In such cases, it indicates that more data is required to construct a more reliable model.
Threats to Validity and Limitations
We now discuss threats to validity of our answers to the research questions and additional limitations of our work.
One may argue that the duplication of logs in Log Set II may not be representative of real-world long logs. Still, as every system has a certain degree of complexity with respect to an algorithm, as logs become longer, redundancy with respect to the k-Tails algorithm is inevitable (this holds for many other behavioral log analysis algorithms as well). Our use of duplications allowed us to control for this redundancy in our experiments. That said, we have also used real-world large logs without duplications (Log Set III).
The similarity measure does not compare the final output of the selected algorithms. We have decided to focus on the data elements from which models are constructed (k-sequences, transitions) and not on the final output of the algorithms. Our decision is motivated by the fact that these elements determine the final output of the algorithms. There may be different ways on how to measure similarity between the final outputs; choosing between them may depend on the specific intended use.
The filters and criteria used to partition the log into traces, can have a dramatic effect on the entire analysis and on the resulting model (e.g., defining user classes in BEAR). For different filters and different partition criteria, one may obtain results that are different than the ones we have seen in our experiments. Note, though, that our method does not restrict the partition, but only requires that the traces which are derived from the partition (e.g., read traces in k-Tails, single events in BEAR) can be randomly and independently selected.
The analysis of traces may only take a small part of the complete analysis computation time. In this work, we focus on applying statistical means to reduce the amount of analyzed data. Clearly, there are other steps in applying a behavioral log analysis algorithm, such as parsing the log, filtering and partitioning it into traces, and constructing a model from the extracted data. These are all important practical aspects which are beyond the scope of our present paper. For example, in the present work, to obtain a random trace we read the entire log (or duplicated it in memory). As part of future work, we will explore means to randomly sample traces from a log without first reading it entirely (and without assuming a predefined log structure).
The log may not represent the behavior of the system that generated it. Generating a representative log of a system is a problem that deserves its own investigation and is beyond the scope of the present paper. In the present paper we limit our focus to investigate if behavioral log analysis can be made scalable by sampling a portion of the available log and obtaining results that are similar to the results that may be obtained by processing the entire available log, with required statistical guarantees.
The results of statistical log analysis, albeit correct, may not be useful when the given log has a long tailed distribution with many very infrequent properties. For example, in the case of the BEAR algorithm, if 90% of the transitions in the log have frequency of less than 1%, setting the insensitivity δ to be greater than 1% will cause most of the transitions to be missed completely. We do not know whether many real-world logs exhibit such long tailed distributions. Note that the distribution depends on the chosen filters and partition (see above).
CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented statistical log analysis, which uses trace sampling and statistical inference to address the scalability challenge in the behavioral analysis of large logs. The key to the approach is to consider each new part in a log as a trial in an experiment. We demonstrated the application of our approach to two different analyses: the classic k-Tails algorithm and the recently introduced BEAR inference algorithm. Extensive evaluation with logs generated from real-world models and with real-world logs provided by our industrial partners provides evidence for the need for scalability and for the effectiveness of statistical log analysis.
We believe that statistical log analysis has much potential to help in scaling up existing behavioral log analysis algorithms and thus in bringing these algorithms to the hands of software engineers in practice. We consider the following future directions. First, we investigate other, more elaborated and robust stopping criteria, which can result in less conservative yet still correct analysis results. Second, together with our industrial partners, we look for additional analysis algorithms where statistical log analysis can be applied, for example, in scenario-based trigger/effect analysis [21] and in log comparisons in the context of software evolution. Lastly, we investigate a more sophisticated machinery to remove some of the underlying assumptions of our approach (i.e., time-homogeneity, incrementality).
